Ensemble Learning Incorporating Uncertain Registration
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a novel approach for improving the robustness of quantitative prediction methods in spatially normalised statistical analysis of magnetic resonance (MR) images of the human brain. This is achieved by estimating the distribution of image registration mappings from subject to atlas space, rather than just using the maximum-a-posteriori estimate. As any derived predictions are highly dependent on the registration, the distribution of spatially normalised feature data can be derived from the set of probable mappings. This distribution of feature data can then be used to generate alternative training examples to create multiple predictors, which can then be combined in an ensemble learning approach. This allows for a more generalised prediction, which compensates for the inherent uncertainty in registration. Furthermore, extra testing examples can be generated to provide a measure of the prediction uncertainty. We demonstrate that using an ensemble learning approach with random feature data samples always leads to improvement in classification rate when separating subjects with Alzheimer’s Disease from normal controls using a linear support vector machine.

1 Introduction

Medical imaging data is often used to make quantitative predictions about the current or future state of a subject. Machine learning techniques such as statistical classifiers and regressors are often used to facilitate this objective. Most of these machine learning techniques are supervised, which means they require a training set of data from which the methods learn about the relationship between the feature data $d$, e.g. voxel intensities, and outcome variable $o$, e.g. disease score/group. When presented with unseen feature data, these methods should be able to predict the true value with a high degree of accuracy.
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Most standard machine learning algorithms require feature data of all subjects to be transformed into a common frame of reference to allow comparison. To map to this reference space, a registration tool is used to estimate the mapping between the subject image and atlas space (usually an average or representative subject). From this mapping, subject feature data can be transformed to the atlas space, a process known as spatial normalisation. This spatially normalised data can then be examined in a voxel based morphometry (VBM) framework. Additionally, features of interest can be derived from the estimated transformation, a process known as deformation tensor based morphometry (TBM).

As has been previously shown, inter-subject brain registration is not an exact process [4]. Therefore the spatially normalised features, which are used as a basis for making predictions, are highly dependent on the registration procedure and are unlikely to be perfectly aligned. This misalignment of data will be a contributing factor to any incorrect predictions. The majority of registration methods simply estimate the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP), which is the most likely mapping subject to some constraints. However, recent registration methods have emerged which allow estimates of the registration uncertainty [6][8]. This facilitates the consideration of the set of probable mappings, as opposed to just the MAP.

We take an ensemble learning approach [2], where multiple statistical predictors are averaged. To create multiple classifiers we use a parametric variant of bootstrapping [3] to produce new examples of all the training subjects according to the distribution of the feature data. For spatially normalised feature data, the distribution of the feature data can be estimated based on the set of probable mapping inferred from the registration algorithm. Therefore, in this work, we randomly draw samples of feature data to train statistical predictors. This is repeated to generate an ensemble of predictive models. This ensemble accounts for the inherent registration uncertainty. Samples of the data distribution for test subjects also allows the estimation of the variability in prediction under uncertain registration.

In this work we propose an ensemble learning scheme using a parametric bootstrap approach to provide robust classification which accounts for the registration uncertainty. We can apply this approach to voxel, or deformation tensor based morphometry approaches to estimate differences between subject groups using any standard black box prediction tool. To demonstrate the effect of this method, we apply it to discriminating between subjects with Alzheimer’s disease and age matched healthy controls using a standard black box classifier. In our experiments we find that using ensemble learning with data features sampled according to registration uncertainty leads to a consistent improvement in classification accuracy.

2 Methods

2.1 Probabilistic Registration Methods

A probabilistic registration method that can estimate posterior transformation distributions is required to estimate the distribution of the feature data, which accounts for the uncertainty in registration. Standard registration procedures use a MAP approach to infer the mapping between images. These approaches do not provide any estimates on the confidence of the inferred mapping, and consequently do not lend themselves to this work.

There are two published methods which we are aware of which allow the inference of a distribution of probable mappings: Risholm et al. [6] use MCMC to numerically estimate the full posterior distribution of transformation parameters whilst marginalising over the regularisation parameters. This method is computationally very expensive even for low degrees
of freedom. The alternative approach proposed by Simpson et al. [8] uses Variational Bayes (VB) to infer an approximate posterior distribution of the set of transformation, regularisation, and noise parameters. Although this method is more efficient, it uses the assumption that the true distribution of transformation parameters follows a multi-variate normal distribution, which so far has not been justified as necessarily being appropriate. Nevertheless, we choose to use the method of Simpson et al. due to the large computational benefits. We include a brief summary of their method here:

Image registration can be described using a generative model as given in equation

$$y = t(x, w) + e$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $y$ is the target image, $t(x, w)$ is the transformed source image $x$ and $w$ parameterises the transformation. $e$ models the image mismatch where $e \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \phi^{-1}I)$, $I$ is the matrix identity and $\phi$ is the global inverse variance. We use a Free-Form Deformation (FFD) transformation model [7], where $w$ is the set of b-spline knot displacements. Priors are included on all our unknown model parameters. Most importantly, a prior on $w$ is required to provide regularisation of the mapping, $P(w) = \mathcal{N}(0; (\lambda I)^{-1})$ where $\lambda$ encodes the bending energy regularisation, and $\lambda$ is an inferred parameter which controls the strength of the prior.

Posterior distributions are inferred using a set of iterative update equations applied until parameter convergence. Of particular interest is the posterior distribution of $w$, $P(w|y) \sim q(w) = \mathcal{N}(\mu, \Sigma^{-1})$. The update equations for the hyper-parameters are given as:

$$\Sigma = (a \bar{\phi} J^T J + \bar{\lambda} \Lambda)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\mu_{new} = a \bar{\phi} J^T (J \mu_{old} + (y - t(x, \mu_{old})))$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\mu_{old}$ is the previous mean estimate of the transformation parameters $w$ and $J$ is the matrix of first order partial derivatives of the transformation parameters with respect to $t(x, \mu_{old})$. $\bar{\lambda}$ and $\bar{\phi}$ are the expectation of the regularisation and image noise distributions, respectively. $a$ is a factor which models the correlation in the image mismatch.

$q(w)$ is the approximate posterior distribution of the inferred transformation parameters. The shape and scale of this distribution is dependent on the structure of the image information, weighted by the noise precision, which indicates the level of image mismatch. It also depends on the form of the spatial prior, e.g. the bending energy, weighted by the spatial precision which is related to the similarity of the transformation to the spatial prior.

### 2.2 Using sampled mappings

Once the registration model parameters have been inferred, we can consider taking a voxel- or deformation tensor-based morphometry [1] approach to provide a framework for the classification of subjects into their respective groups.

In the standard setting, VBM is performed by transforming the subject data to the atlas space based on the expectation of the transformation distribution, $d = t(x, \mu)$. In TBM, instead of examining the spatially normalised image information, the assumption is made that the discriminative differences between subjects are contained in the deformation field used to map each subject to the template image. Feature data is often derived from the voxelwise $3 \times 3$ Jacobian matrix of the transformation of the mapping $J_m$. Often a scalar measure of the Jacobian matrix is used for comparison, most commonly $d_i = \log |J_m|$, where $i$ is a voxel index. $\log |J_m|$ provides a measure of the expansion/contraction of a particular voxel as a
result of the mapping. The spatially normalised images can be compared between images in either a voxelwise or a multivariate fashion as features for classification. By sampling from the approximate posterior distribution of mappings \( q(w) \) an estimation of the distribution \( P(d|\Theta) \), where \( \Theta = \{w, \phi, \lambda\} \), can be built up. The novel contribution of this work is to use this distribution of features to provide robust classification which properly accounts for the uncertainty in the estimated registration.

Ensemble learning methods [2], are approaches which construct a set of multiple predictive models, and take an average of their predictions. In this case, we create several predictive models by drawing feature data samples for the set of training subjects in place of observations, in a parametric bootstrapping approach [3]. A graphical illustration of how multiple predictive models can be generated is illustrated in Figure 1 a). In this work we use an un-weighted averaging of predictions, but several more advanced approaches exist.

The predicted class variability can be estimated using a set of probable feature data for each subject, rather than the most likely observation. This is illustrated in Figure 1 b).

### 3 Experiments

162 subject images were taken from the ADNI database[5], 81 suffered from Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the remaining 81 were age matched normal control subjects (NC). All the images were initially affinely aligned to the MNI 152 atlas space using 9 degrees of freedom, and resampled to 1mm isotropic resolution. To apply VBM or TBM, a suitable atlas image is required. An atlas image was created by iteratively registering 40 NC subjects to their average. This resulted in a sharp atlas image which is representative of the normal control population. Figure 2 illustrates how regions of interest were selected for left and right hippocampi using an enlarged bounding box.

The subject images were non-rigidly registered to the atlas image using a 5mm FFD knot spacing for TBM, and a 10mm spacing for VBM. Samples of probable mappings were drawn from \( \mathbf{Y} \), these mappings were used to create samples of feature data. From these samples a subject feature mean, and covariance matrix was estimated. To allow storage of the covariance matrices, the feature data was sub-sampled by a factor of 4 to 1800 voxels.
Figure 2: The experimental setup. A hippocampal bounding box of size (40x80x35 voxels), in red, selected the region of interest. Each subjects’ hippocampi were registered to the atlas.

Figure 3: Left and middle images show the average log $|J_m|$ inferred from registering the subject to the atlas images, as shown in Figure 2, for the AD and NC groups. The image on the right shows the average of the intra-subject log $|J_m|$ covariance matrix as calculated based on the distribution of probable registration mappings. The mean log $|J|$ images for both groups and the covariance matrix are given in figure 3.

Based on the parametric model of feature data for each subject, new probable samples can be drawn, and utilised as described in section 2.2. In the experiments we use a linear support vector machine (SVM), using all 1800 feature voxels to classify between subject groups. Subject age is regressed out for each voxel. We compare 4 method variants: original: where simply the subject mean image data is used; train+: where ensemble learning with parametric bootstrap is used to create multiple classifiers; test+: where extra test samples are classified; and finally: train+test+ which combines train+ and test+. Experimental results are given in table 1. For computational efficiency, all samples are drawn using the subject average covariance matrix. We also test averaging predictions across different feature types.

As shown in table 1, using train+, or train+test+ appears to provide a marked increase in classification correct rate using the different predictor training and testing variants in TBM and VBM. L and R indicate the left and right hippocampus data, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature data</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Train+</th>
<th>Test+</th>
<th>Train+ Test+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L log $</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R log $</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average L &amp; R log $</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L VBM</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R VBM</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average L &amp; R VBM</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average L &amp; R log $</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>$ &amp; VBM</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
classification rate over using the estimated MAP in both VBM and TBM approaches. The improvement in TBM is more substantial as TBM features are entirely dependent on the mapping used, whereas in VBM the feature data is less dependent on the mapping. Finally, we can see that all variants of ensemble learning provide reasonable estimates of classification uncertainty as the results from averaging multiple feature data types are improved.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

In this work we have demonstrated that using random sampled observations of spatially normalised feature data in statistical prediction leads to more robust prediction. The random feature data samples were derived from the set of probable mappings between subject and atlas space as inferred by a probabilistic registration tool. These samples were incorporated into an ensemble learning framework. In our experiments we provide results on the problem of classification of subjects with Alzheimer’s Disease, from age matched healthy controls using a linear SVM. The results show a consistent improvement in classification rate when using random samples compared to MAP observations, with a maximum improvement of 9% for some image derived features.

Possible future work includes using feature selection instead of voxel sub-sampling and investigating alternative ensemble learning approaches which use weighted averaging.
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